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Reviews various aspects of
changes in the sultanate Bengal
including overseas trade
Looks at Bengalis in the light
of Ancient India / Anthological
Research
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Discusses various types of
instruments used in the
Medieval period, which
generally came from China and
Pessia
Looks at various sites of the
Europeans in Bengal and
discusses their relevance to the
study of social history
Discusses of the various factors
contributing to the rise of an
Integrated Europe since the end
of World War II
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Discusses the relevance of
modern historiography of the
study of position of women
and
in Ancient India
Looks at such sites in West
Bengal
Looks at the hand weapons
discovered since 1960 showing
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Discusses the different various
of thought Buddhism in India
Discuses the stone inscription
found in Bangladesh National
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Architecture &
Sculpture in West
Dinajpur

Looks at the legends, histories
and places the combination of
local styles with all India
pattern of architecture &
sculptural works in West
Dinajpur belonging
to
prints belonging from pala to
the Sultanate
Historicity of the look “ Discusses the
regarding
Christ”
the work alleged to have been
written by Gopal Bhatta or
Ananda Bhatta and the time of
the writing of the work
Work for rectification of Discusses the means by which
Sun: a theoretical and
sin has to be rectified from
necessary Idea
literature of ancient India
Local Administrative
Looks at the village Assembly
System of the Cholas-a
or
& its functions
Discussion (850-1310
AD)
Hindu & Buddhist
Looks at the difference between
Philosophy
two Philosophers
Mahisantosh: An
Discusses the
of
Assessment
mahisantosh during the
medieval period and analyses
different archeological sites
Trade Route & Trade
Looks at the route of the
commodities in Mangal Ganges
by the
areas
poems
refassed in the different
Manager
& commodities
impressed: exported
Eklakhi Mausoleum in
Discsses various aspects &
Hazrat
opinions of
in this
Mausoleum
Religion Conflict in 16th Discusses the state formation
Century Kamta Kochi
development of agriculture and
Kingdom and the
religious conflict with
background of
Branminical that formed the
Vaishnava religion
background of the interaction
interview
by
of Vaishnavism
Bhagawangola, a
Looks at the use Bhagawangola
Forgotten port of the
as a part since the middle of the
Medieval Period
18 th century, but
soon
after to rise again for a
temporary period as well
as
the yard discovered in 2001
Gobindpur, ruined
Discusses the various evidences
village
of the rise of a prosperous
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early 16 th century & identified
as Gobindapur where the
mercantile people immigrated
after the doctrine of Saptagram
(Satgaon) but letter declined in
late 18 th century for
natural
Mahapatra Rajarshi Midnapur under
Discusses the political
Namdeo Alira
condition of Midnapur under
Khan
Ahirardi
, who protested &
from the Marathas
Ganguly, Shilpi
Warpolicy of the
Looks at the difference from
Marathas
army organization of the
Mughals , but refuses to
copy Western
Mandal Irene
Discussion of
Discusses the views of colonial
communalism in
historians , Canbridge school,
History: various angles
Muslim Fundamentalist
of vision
historins & others & analyses
the communal consent
nationalist
and points
of view in their writings
Sutradhan Kartick
Tribal Society and land Looks at the tribal society &
Chandra
revenue arrangement in Land revenue arrangement of
under the English rule
the English since 1865 with
of
figures from later
writings
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Second world war –
Shows that in 1943 Kalyani
Roosevelt City –A
was taken
by the US Army
Review
to establish Roosvelt City and
the problems of the peasants
and Zamindars from oral
interviews
Pal Ratna
Problems of
Looks at the problems of north
reorganization of
Bengal since the
Northern Areas of West Commission Award of
Bengal
after
political and coounal as well as
An English
the Award of states
reorganization committee
Das Kishore
First strike in Modern
Allthough there are references
Kumar
India- An English
of strikes in Medieval India, the
first strike was in 1827 in
Orissa by the Palki
aused by the order of the Govt.
to control them against which
movement started at Calcutta
Kayali Shivaji
Anti liquor drinking
Narrates the history of
Movement at Calcutta in temperance movement in
the 19th century
Calcutta started by the
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Thought
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Communist Party
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Communist Movement
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Communist party and
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India: A review
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Review of
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Tribal Society in
Jalpaiguri District:

of

missionaries on the model of
western European organization
Discusses the similarities and
dis
between modern
terrorism and the terrorist
movement in colonial India
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Looks at the efforts of various
leaders for the
of a
United Bengal under
Republic on Language
Discusses the role and impart
of the Communist movement in
the decade of the fifties in
Bengal citing
events
Starting with
case in
1929-30, the another looks at
the
alienation of the
communist party from the
principal political screen and
the failure of the principal
congress Govt. which gave the
boost to the communist party
Looks how theRajbanshiKeshtriya caste acquiring caste
identity through Sanskritization
and ritual performances by the
leaders , including Zamindarars
of the Rajbanshis in colonial
Bengal
Looks at the relation between
science movement and the
Government since 1947, when
West Bengal Govt. was
with
various problems
Looks at the science movement
against the English assessment
of Indian Civilization

253-264

Traces the movements to
of
the inhabitants and the
sponsorship of Pakistan
Narrates the emergence of
Zamindar families in North
Bengal and describes their
with a note on their
condition due to neglect
Dividing its history
those phases narrates the
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conflict and
immigration of people of
cooperation91862-1971) various races and princes from
the beginning, including
peasant from South Bengal and
the resultant changes in the
popularities pattern of the
District
Outline of population
Looks at the history of the
pattern of
region
population settlement in
in the first decade of the region since the formation of
formation of Jalpaiguri
Jalpaiguri District in 1869
District
Elements of social
Narrates
elements o f
History in the folk
soci al history of western
culture ofWestern
from the narrative poems
current including the resistance
to tax etc
From Khasmahal to
Looks at the emergence of a
Tebhaga: Development class of people even from
of jotedar class in
outside Bengal like Marwaris
of Rajasthan, who purchased
land in
during the British
period
Social and cultural
Looks at the development of
background of native
education in general and other
store Kochhihar from
cultural institution of ko
1864 A.D.to 1949 A.D. from 1864 when the English
the administration of the state
History, North Bengal
Attempts to look at
and Culture
environment of North Bengal
though historical period to find
sources of Cultural history
Widow Remarriage &
Looks at the effort of a
special reform
fighter to reform society in the
movement village of 24 background of the freedom
parganas and freedom
movement since 1930’s
fighter Lakshmi Kanta
Pramanik
Defiance of Law,
An old settlement as Rajarhat
Revolutionary and
in 2parganas saw the beginning
leftist thinking in
of Salt movement in 1930 and
Rajarhat (1930-1940)
gradually emerged as the center
of leftist thinking in the
freedom movement
Present and future of
Discusses the different of this
branch of Sealda train
branch line since 1862 when
line
first train moved in this track
Birbhum District and
Looks at the movement in
non-cooperation
Birbhum(west Bengal)since
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Way of living of the
of
manufacture in
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and Tagore family
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The study of Indian
History & Awareness of
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the beginning of the 19th
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Rise of western
Education in Bengal and
the role of the Christian
Missionaries
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Kibriya
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Alam M. Shafikul

Chattopadhyay
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1921
Looks at the changes through
different categories like
agriculture, employment in the
background of increase of
popularities with attendant
problems
Looks at the
condition of
both local and immigrant
labour of the area in present
day
Looks at the relation between
Manmohan Ghosh and Tagore
family since the time of
Dwaraka Nath Tagore
Discusses the Imperialist
ideology as imposed by James
Mill and James Tod on the the
educated Bengalis who showed
anti – Muslim sentiments

Discusses the Western
Edication by the Christian
Missionaries since late 18th
century and the different
of the company in the
beginning
Reservation, integration, Looks at the problem of
and Radhakamal
reservation caste problems and
religious conservation in
modern Bengal
Pir Auliya in Bengal
Looks role of religious
Politics: 1905
Institution of Bengal, like
Furtura Sharif, Angu
ect.
Since 1905 asking for noninterference of British
Government in religious and
social affairof Hindus,
Muslims, Christians etc.
Contribution of Abdul
After the Wahabi-Faraizi-sepoy
Lalit in the awakening
when there was susp
th
of 19 century Muslim
between the English and the
Society
Muslims of Bengal, Nawab
Abdul Latif
education
of the Muslim society as the
means to eliminate
Middle class,
Shows the transformation of the
contemporary Muslim
Middle class in various fields,
society and India during particularly in education in
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which Bengalis
a
leading role in India under
British rule
Bengali Muslim society Traces the reporting of the
430-441
in general Prabasi
Bengali Muslim Society in
general Prabasi
Communalsm,Education Looks at the factors leading to
442-450
and Politics (1937-42)
communalism and the problems
involving education in which
politics was involved
Fundamentalist
Looks at different history
451-456
historical studies in the
works of modern
of
light of modern
fundamentally religious nature
experience
A survey on “school
Out of 22 more children, five
457-460
dropouts” in primary
more children drop out of
level (south 24
school, which is seen
in
parganas)
Philosophical Analysis
Discusses the relation of man
461-463
of history following T.S. and society
Kuhu and Paul
(summary)
Contribution in Islamic Discusses the contribution of
463-466
Indian Muslim
Muslim
since the middle
Orientalism (summary) of the 19th century to the
history of orientalism
In searchof the Asian
Discusses the
aspect of
467-472
culture: subject the
the study of Asia in the Asiatic
Asiatic society
Society for a long time
as
Institution
David Drummond:
Looks at the works & activities 473-480
teacher of Derozio
of Scottish D.Drummond & his
influence in Derozio
Dwarakanath
Evalutes the works of
481-489
Vidyabhusan and
Dwarakanath Vidyabhusan in
Someprakash
the context of the publication of
Someprakash
Use of Sanskrit word in Looks at the influence of
490-493
the Bengali construction Sanskrit in the writings of
of Vidyasagar:
Vidyasagar
Language and History
Behind Entertainment:
Looks at the advertisement &
494-498
commercialization of
their aspects of
Bengali theatre in the
commercialization of Bengali
th
second half of the 19
theatre
century
19th looking back:
Looks at the social significance 499-509
reconstruction of
of the winning of I.F.A. shield
significance of one
by Mohon Bagan club in 1911

Shikdar Subhendu

sports victory in the
context of social history
Tea,coaland jute labour
and Bengali Literature
(1870-1950)

Pal Asim Kumar

Bolan group in
in the
of change

Bandopadhyay
Arnab

Background science
imput in Bengali
Newspapers and
journals of 21thcentury:
subject Decade of the
‘90’
History of cinema study
of the Bengalis (19292000)
Role of newspapers and
journals of Sikkim the
af
of inclusion
of Sikkim – Second part
Dooradarshan and
children: Development
of children in the Light
of Dooradarshan
(summary)
Face of Bengali
Bhadralok: SahityaDarpan
Unlighted Rani Bhavani
in the history of
Murshidabad

Saha
Manabendranath
Ray Kajal kumar

Biswas Parthita

Bandopadhyay
Amalsankar
Adhikary Anamitra

Basu Soma

Nath Ranabir

Ghosh Amitava

Ghosh Anuradha

Science Idea of Bengali
Women –PreIndependence Phase
Bengali drama and
theatre in women’s
awareness in the 19th
century
Religious Thoughts of
RaniRashmoni in
modern view
Hindu InheritanceRights to property of
women in Property Act

against on European club
Looks at the a
of
Bengali Literature to the
ne
emerging labour
class in Bengal and the changes
since
Looksat the changes in the
popular culture of Bolan group
of
in West Bengal
Looks at the dissemination of
science news in the Bengali
newspaper and
since
1818 and the changes th

510-517

Discusses the growth of cinema
and discussion since the thirties
of 20th century in Bengali
Discusses the inclusion of
Sikkim in the Indian Union on
16 April, 1975 and the media
discussion for
against
Looks at the exploitation of
children by the Media

537-543

Looks at the advantages taken
by the Bengali Middleclass
from colonial
Discusses the activites of Rani
Bhavani as Zamindar of Natore
since the death of
husband
in 1784
Looks at the writing on science
of Bengali Women since the
19th century
Looks at women’s awareness in
the background of the western
science and education in 19th
century
Looks at different activities
concerning religion of Rani
Rashnmoni in early 19th
century
Discusses various aspects of
women’s Rights to property
since early period in India
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544-549
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552-558

559-566

567-573

574-576

578-581

Gupta Sulagna

Mukherjee Gopa

Murshidabad in
expansion of women’s
education: Sushma
Sinha, Pushpamayee
Basu & Priti Guptathree unique women
Mum
of political
women: Family &
Environment

Chattopadhyay
Manju

“I only want Rights of
Man” Dalit-Women of
Indian speaker

Begam Ayesha

Zamindar Houses in
Pabna area

Discusses the propagation of
women’s education in 20th
century Murshidabad, where
Muslim formed majority in 19
th century

582-589

Discusses the autobiographies
of several women in politics
since the 19th century end
indicating the problems they
faced at home and outside
Postulates that Dalit women are
neglected in the Dalit political
movement in India where there
are 10 cores of Dalit women at
16.3% of women population in
India
Discusses the families of some
zamindars of Pabna district
(now in Bangladesh) some of
whom trace heir region from
the Mughal rule in early 18th
century with a few photographs
of important houses
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594-600

601-608

Choudhury
Muhammad
Jamaluddin Akbar

Anmad
Khabiruddin

Role of weekly “NonBelal” in East Bengal
Language Movement
(1948-1952)
Islam Muhammad
Anarul
People’s Insurrection of
1969 and the role of
newspapers of East
Pakistan
Baroi Malatilata
Bengali liberation
movement in
background of local
history
Preparation of
constitution of
Bangladesh: A
Historical Review

Hussain Abu
Muhammad
Deloware

Bangladesh –Pakistan
relationship: Role of
United Nations, 19711981

Karim Muhammad
Rezaul

Politics of Bangladesh
of 1978 and zia-ur
Rahman
Role of newspapers in
the movement against
tyrannical
administration of
Bangladesh
Bengal Research
Museum in the
cultivation of Bengal
Arts
Arakan Muslim Society
origin, expansion and
influence
Culture of Neocolonialism and the
Third world
Influence of division of
church in the 19th

Ali

Yusuf

Rahaman
Muhammad Ataul

Ali Choudhury
Muhammad
Dutt Arindam

Nishat Samina
Sultana

Discusses the role of this
weekly in
Language
rights in Pakistan, where
Bengali was speaker by
majority people
Discusses the role of East
Pakistan newspapers in
fomenting Bengali national –
ism leading to the people’s
movement of 1969

609-616

Narrates the events since 1947
leading to the Independence of
Bangladesh

624-633

Looks at the process of
constitution making in
Independent Bangladesh since
10-11th April 1972 which was
accepted on 4th November and
effective since 16th December
1972
Looks at the role of UNO in the
bipartite relationship with
problems of refuge and
massacre of people of East
Pakistan
Narrates the role of zia-ur
Rahaman in the political crisis
and looks at his measures
Discusses the encouraging role
of newspapers in Bangladesh
against the
administration of East Pakistan
administration
Discusses the role of Barendra
Research Society with
reference to some of its holding

634-639

Looks at the growth of Islamic
society in Arakan, now part of
Mynamar
Discusses of the role of capital
and new-colonialism in Third
world Countries
Discusses the school education
problem of the two churches in

680-687

617-623

640-652

653-662

663-672

673-679

688-692

693-703

century Scottish
education
Dasgupta Jayanta

Western expansion of
USA

Scotland in which the general
between there has an influence
on education
Narrates the events of west
world expansion

704

